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Here's why I bother to do the search, and even take the time to check.

This is part of a pattern that as detailed by Mueller, and has been proven by

reputable studies since then. Here are parts of an Oxford report on the goals of the

ongoing social media operations of Russia. https://t.co/qapD8Eh2SQ

Here's some from a search of your TL

Uses of the word prison before today: 13.

Tweets for specifically suggesting abolishing prison prior to today: 1 on 06/03/2020

Mentions of prison and abolishing it today: 8

Of all the times to speak out, Why did you choose to now? https://t.co/kl7gx7ky2H
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— \U0001d679\U0001d698\U0001d691\U0001d697

\U0001d686\U0001d68e\U0001d69c\U0001d695\U0001d68e\U0001d6a2 (@thepalemoonlt) April 21, 2021

https://t.co/nJPPOwF1MA

The full report can be found here.

https://t.co/1q525xWYZE

Excertps from the 2019 Senate Intelligence Committee Report on Russian Actove Measures Campaigns and Interference:

Also form the Senate Intelligence Committee report

Senate Intelligence Committee report can be found here.

https://t.co/5KtkA9aYz9

They can call me crazy but I've read these reports, but even without reading them Ive noticed the patterns for the last few 

years. So when I see someone mimicking that behavior, I tend to take a closer look and see if they are consistent, or being
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exploitative.

You may also notice, rather than explain the discrepancy or try to defend their point, they simply blocked me to get me and

my inquisitive thoughts out of their mentions, so that they can carry on. in the meantime followers attacked me as weird, and

a creep without even looking.

This is why it matters. This effort has been going on for some time, and isn't going to stop anytime soon. It didn't start with

2016 it predates it by decades.
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